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THE WOODLANDS TOWNSHIP
AD HOC TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEETING
JULY 10, 2014
MINUTES
THE STATE OF TEXAS
§
COUNTIES OF HARRIS & MONTGOMERY

§

The Ad Hoc Transportation Committee of The Woodlands Township Board of
Directors met in regular session, open to the public, on July 10, 2014, posted to begin at
2 p.m. The committee meeting was held in a meeting room at the office of The
Woodlands Township Town Hall, 2801 Technology Forest Boulevard, The Woodlands,
Texas, within the boundaries of The Woodlands Township.
DIRECTORS PRESENT: Chairman Jeff Long, Mike Bass, Bruce Tough
STAFF/ADVISORS: Don Norrell, President/General Manager, Monique Sharp, Assistant
General Manager for Finance and Administration, John Powers,
Assistant General Manager for Community Services, Chris LaRue,
Transit Planner, Nick Wolda, President of the CVB, Scott Barker,
HDR, Attorney Mike Page
DIRECTORS ABSENT:

None

1. Call to Order;
Chairman Long called the meeting to order at 2 p.m. As there was a quorum of
members present, the committee proceeded to conduct business regarding the
following matters:
2. Receive, consider and act upon adoption of the meeting agenda;
MOTION: Motion by Director Bass to adopt the agenda; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
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Nays: None
Abstentions: None
ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
3. Public comment;
Residents spoke about concerns, suggestions and attitudes regarding bicycles and their
place in the transit plan for The Woodlands.
4. Receive, consider and act upon approval of the June 10, 2014 Ad Hoc
Transportation Committee meeting minutes;
MOTION: Motion by Director Bass to approve the minutes; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
Nays: None
Abstentions: None

ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
5. Receive, consider and act upon outside committee and meeting updates;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conroe/The Woodlands Urbanized Area (UZA), met on 6/10/14
The Woodlands Township Transit Plan, second survey results included 4000 responses
Chamber Mobility Committee, no update
Montgomery County Precinct 3, met June 19, 2014 and released intersection
improvement update
H-GAC Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), no update
Bicycle Advisory Task Force, requested budget dollars for bike master plan to be
included in 5-year plan
South Montgomery County Mobility Study, focus groups begin next week
The Friendship Center, RFPs submitted for supplemental transportation services
Interfaith, ridership statistics update
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•
•
•

Brazos Transit District, Park & Ride update, changes in Friday routes approved 3-0 by
Committee to include addition of a 2 p.m. Sterling Ridge return run and removal of the
5:35 p.m. run
Woodlands Parkway Bridge Construction, completion continues to be delayed
Township Transit Planning and Operations, included in next item discussed

6. Receive, consider and act upon expansion of trolley service to Hughes Landing;
Chris LaRue gave a presentation outlining proposed expanded trolley service routes,
frequency scenarios and capital costs; Committee recommended that the Township
Board add a budget initiative for the Red 10, Green 6/10 scenario, with 11 vehicles (5
additional plus 6 existing) at a capital cost of $ 850,000; operations cost of $913,966.74;
and that this proposal be included as a 2015 budget initiative.
MOTION: Motion by Director Bass to recommend to the Township Board to approve as
represented above; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
Nays: None
Abstentions: None

ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
7. Receive, consider and act upon FY 2015 funding for the Waterway Cruisers;
Monique Sharp gave a presentation regarding 2015 funding for the Waterway Cruisers
with scenarios involving acceptance of grant funds and no grant fund inclusion. Director
Bass voiced concerns regarding the CVB acceptance of the grant due to “passenger
ferry” language which he felt didn’t apply to the cruisers. He recommended that CVB
Township appointed directors decline the grant and to fund the cruisers’ improvements
via other funding sources.
No action was taken.
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8. Receive, consider and act upon approval of a Resolution of Support for
Conroe/The Friendship Center/The Woodlands grant application for new buses
and sharing of the local match;
Committee recommended that upon approval of a grant application, submitted by The
Goodman Corporation, for new buses for The Friendship Center, with sharing of local
match between Conroe and The Woodlands, that the Township Board approve a
funding allocation of one-half or up to $20,000 for the Township share of the grant
match.
MOTION: Motion by Director Tough to recommend to the Township Board to approve
as represented above; second by Director Bass.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
Nays: None
Abstentions: None

ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
9. Receive, consider and act upon 2015 transportation budget proposals;
Monique Sharp gave a presentation covering the proposed 2015 Transportation Fund for
inclusion in the Township budget, including programs (Park & Ride, trolleys, demand response
services, transit planning, transit initiatives, Transit Center) applicable grants, revenues and
expenditures. The proposed 2015 budget includes a $1.8 million placeholder for Transportation
projects. Director Bass recommended reducing the $1.8 million placeholder to fund the
expansion of the trolley service (new operating and capital costs). This proposed change would
be shown as a 2015 budget initiative.
MOTION: Motion by Director Bass to recommend to the Township Board to approve as
represented above; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
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Nays: None
Abstentions: None
ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
10. Receive, consider and act upon an update regarding the Township’s application
to H-GAC for Transit Fleet Expansion Program funding;
Chris LaRue updated the Committee indicating that the H-GAC staff has recommended
approval of a grant to fund 25 buses for the Township Park and Ride operation. The HGAC Board will consider at their meeting on July 15th.
No action taken.
ITEM 12 WAS TAKEN OUT OF ORDER.
12. Receive, consider and act upon a recommendation to appoint a Township
Board Director to serve as a Director on The Woodlands Road Utility District
No. 1 Board of Directors;
Chairman Long recommended that the Township Board appoint Director Bass to
represent the Township on The Woodlands Road Utility District No. 1 Board of Directors.
MOTION: Motion by Chairman Long to recommend to the Township Board to approve
as represented above; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Jeff Long
Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
Nays: None
Abstentions: None

ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (3-0).
Chairman Long left the meeting at 3:30 p.m.
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11. Receive, consider and act upon approval of a Resolution of Support for passage
of Proposition 1;
Committee approved recommending approval of a resolution of support by the
Township Board for passage of Proposition 1, a proposed constitutional amendment
allowing for dedication of certain money to the state highway fund for construction,
maintenance, and rehabilitation projects, not to include toll roads.
MOTION: Motion by Director Bass to recommend to the Township Board to approve as
represented above; second by Director Tough.
VOTE:

Ayes: Mike Bass
Bruce Tough
Nays: None
Abstentions: None

ACTION: Motion passed unanimously (2-0).
CLOSED MEETING
13. The Committee recessed to Executive Session at 3:43 p.m. with counsel, staff
and/or affected third parties to discuss matters relating to real property,
deliberation of economic development negotiations, discuss personnel matters,
consult with The Woodlands Township attorney, discuss funding alternatives
and potential agreements with other local, state or federal agencies;
14. The Committee reconvened in public session at 4:30 p.m.
No action was taken.
15. Consideration of items to be place on the agenda for the next committee
meeting;
None
16. Adjournment 4:31 p.m.
Ad Hoc Transportation Committee
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John,
Please invite someone from the Houston Bikeshare program to the August Transportation Committee
meeting.
Don
From: Mike Bass
Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 3:31 PM
To: Bruce Tough; Jeff Long; Don Norrell; Bruce Tough-External; Chris LaRue; Jeff Long-external
Cc: John Powers
Subject: Houston BCyle Program
I have included an link to the Chronicle article regarding their significant growth in their BCycle program.
Attached is a recent data report. It looks like they having a lot of success with this program. I think
Houston provided some seed money but the article mentions that the program is being funded from
user fees, grants and corporate contributions.
I would like to learn more. Could we invite them to come to one of our meetings. The Board did not
really understand the value of such a program when it came up. but I think this has merit in the Town
Center.
Check out this article I found on HoustonChronicle.com:
http://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/transportation/article/Houston-bikesharing-program-enjoysrobust-growth-5616067.php?cmpid=email-premium
I understand Will Rub at Bcycle is a good contact
His email and phone number are below.

wrub@houstonbikeshare.org
713-865-3662
http://www.houston.bcycle.com

Mike Bass
The Woodlands Township, Director (Position 2)
http://mikebassthewoodlands.com/
713-299-1184
wrub@houstonbikeshare.org
713-865-3662
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June 26, 2014
Mr. Donald Koski
Director of Planning and Program Development
Federal Transit Administration
819 Taylor St., #8A36
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Subject: The Brazos Transit District
Town Center Pedestrian/Transit Corridor Extension
Dear Mr. Koski,
The Goodman Corporation, on behalf of the Brazos Transit District (BTD) has prepared the
following documentation in support of a Listed Categorical Exclusion for the The Woodlands’
Town Center Pedestrian/Transit Corridor Extension project. The Town Center
Pedestrian/Transit Corridor Extension project is within a joint Capital Improvement Program
developed by the Brazos Transit District and the Woodlands Development Company and is
scheduled for implementation in 2014-2018.
The Brazos Transit District is seeking a categorical exclusion in advance of submitting the
project for CMAQ/STP/TAP funding through the Houston-Galveston Area Council. The
Pedestrian/Transit Corridor Extension project is within ½ mile of the existing and proposed
trolley way. Transit users will greatly benefit from the construction of pedestrian and transit
related infrastructure in the Town Center and East Shore villages.
All improvements, with the exception of cross-walk striping and the trolley way extension, will
occur behind the curb. Improvements will include the construction of ADA ramps, crosswalks,
and pedestrian bridges; the addition of planting boxes/planting strips and pedestrian lighting; and
the construction of trolley stops and a pedestrian plaza.
The project meets the criteria for a listed categorical exclusion since it involves the construction,
improvement and limited expansion of stand-alone recreation, pedestrian, or bicycle facilities,
such as: a multiuse pathway, trail, pedestrian bridges, and transit plaza amenities. There are no
other extenuating circumstances which would require further analysis. This project is listed as a
capital item under BTD within the 2013-2016 Houston-Galveston Council Transportation
Improvement Program.

3200 Travis Street, Suite 200 ● Houston, Texas 77006 ● 713-951-7951 ● www.thegoodmancorp.com
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The following attached “Exhibit A” is attached to provide additional information not provided
within the FTA CE Checklist.
Thank you for your prompt review of this request for a categorical exclusion.
Sincerely,
Jim Webb

Senior Associate
The Goodman Corporation

Attachments: Exhibit A - Documentation Required for Listed Categorical Exclusion
Exhibit B – FTA CE Checklist
cc: Margie Lucas – Brazos Transit District
Pearlie Tiggs – Federal Transit Administration
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Exhibit A
Project Title: Town Center Pedestrian/Transit Corridor Extension
Project Purpose: Improve access to transit through the installation of pedestrian/transit access
improvements (sidewalks, ADA ramps, planting strips, pedestrian lighting). Expand trolley way
from the Town Center to the upcoming Hughes Landing complex.
Project Need: The pedestrian environment on certain corridors of the Town Center and the East
Shore villages is deficient compared to the Waterway Area and will benefit from the construction
of sidewalks, curbs, crosswalks, pedestrian lighting, and ADA ramps. The project is within a
joint Capital Improvement Program developed by the Brazos Transit District and the Woodlands
Development Company and will be submitted for funding as part of the Houston-Galveston Area
Council’s 2015-2018 Call for Projects.
Project Description: Pedestrian/transit improvements are planned for: Lake Front Circle, Lake
Woodlands Drive, Lake Robins Drive, Grogan’s Mill Road, Timberloch Place, and Riva Row.
The improvements cover approximately 8,680 feet or 1.64 miles. All improvements will occur
directly adjacent to transit service (the trolley service)
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Figure 1. Existing Transit Infrastructure and Proposed Projects

3200 Travis Street, Suite 200 ● Houston, Texas 77006 ● 713-951-7951 ● www.thegoodmancorp.com
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The scope of work consists of constructing and expanding sidewalks, installing planter boxes
planting strips, pedestrian lighting, and ADA ramps. The project also includes the expansion of
the trolley way from the Waterway to the Hughes Landing complex and the addition of new
transit stops.
The project does not occur within a historic district. After a review of the Montgomery County
Appraisal District and the Texas Historical Atlas, no identified historical properties or cultural
resources exist within the project area. The Woodlands community has approximately 95
neighborhood parks with playground equipment, sports parks, and picnic areas, none of which
are directly in the project area. The nearest parklands include Evergreen Park, approximately
4,000 feet to the northwest, and Tamarak Park, approximately 2,500 feet south, well beyond the
influence or impact of the proposed project.
There are no properties over 45 years old along any of the project corridors. Additionally, none
of the improvements will have a negative impact on the properties within the area.
The project is not within a 100-year floodplain. This project will not significantly impact the
natural, social, or economic environment.
The project does not require a detailed evaluation, nor is likely to generate intense public
discussion, concern, or controversy.
Environmental Justice:
To provide for an environmental justice (EJ) evaluation, the following data was collected as it
relates to EJ within The Woodlands:
The Transit Needs Index (TNI) is a tool used to assess relative transit need based on weighting
demographic characteristics to formulate a score. To calculate TNI for the State of Texas, data
was collected from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS) 2012 by
census tract for population density, median household income, minority population, zero car
households, senior population, and workforce disability. Each demographic factor was weighted
according to its historical ability to generate transit demand within each census tract.
The Woodlands TNI results indicate a low to medium-high transit need relative to the H-GAC
region. The TNI results for The Woodlands are presented below:

3200 Travis Street, Suite 200 ● Houston, Texas 77006 ● 713-951-7951 ● www.thegoodmancorp.com
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Figure 2. Transit Need Index in The Woodlands, TX

The Woodlands has a predominantly white population, composed of 89% of the population.
Hispanics constitute the most prominent minority with 14.4% of the total population.
Asians are the second most prominent racial minority in the area with 4.3% of the total
population. The projects proposed will not have an adverse impact on any population.
The proposed project will produce no disproportionately high or adverse human, health, or
environmental effects on low-income or minority populations in the area. The increased
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level of transit services, as well as the improved pedestrian-oriented environment, is expected to
provide great benefit to the low-income and minority populations of the area.
It is believed that this project meets the criteria for the following listed categorical exclusion:
☒(2). Acquisition, construction, maintenance, rehabilitation, and improvement or
limited expansion of stand-alone recreation, pedestrian, or bicycle facilities, such as: a
multiuse pathway, lane, trail, or pedestrian bridge; and transit plaza amenities.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT Newspaper
Environmental study on high-speed rail from Houston to Dallas begins
by Matt Stephens
August 6, 2014

2014-08-06T00:00:00

The Federal Railroad Administration and the Texas Department of Transportation have begun work on
an environmental impact statement for the Texas Central Railway, a 240-mile high-speed rail system
between Houston and Dallas.
Robert Eckels, president of Texas Central Railway, said the FRA and TxDOT issued a notice of intent June
25 to begin the environmental study. Eckels said the environmental study will consider the possible
routes for the railway and the effects on the surrounding community as well as possible stops along the
way and alternative route options.
Three routes are being considered for the train, Eckels said, including rights of way along I-45, north
along Hwy. 249 through Tomball and along a Union Pacific path along Hwy. 290. Stops are being
considered near Bryan-College Station and possibly along Beltway 8 or the Grand Parkway.
“All [routes] have their strengths,” Eckels said. “The main thing we’re looking for is the cost of
construction and to minimize the impact on the communities.”
He said public meetings will be held in the next two months to receive input on how the project could
affect nearby communities and what residents would like to see. Meetings will likely be held in the north
Houston region.
Eckels said he believes getting the message out to the community about the project could be one of the
biggest obstacles in getting it constructed because of how new it is to the United States. There are no
similar rail projects in the U.S.
As the environmental process continues, Eckels said examining the safety standards of the project will
be concurrently examined. Using state-of-the-art technology, these high-speed trains have run in Japan
for 50 years without any fatalities due to train errors, Eckels said.
“You don’t have wrecks on these trains like you do on other trains,” he said. “It’s a quiet train. It’s a safe
train. It’s extremely fast. That’s a message we need to get out to people to understand.”
Depending on how long the environmental process takes, Eckels said the project could break ground by
the end of 2016 or early in 2017. The railway would be grade separated, meaning it would not intersect
with rail tracks or roadways.
About four years ago, the Central Japan Railway Company worked with the U.S.-Japan High Speed Rail
Association to study 97 city pairs across the country on possible locations for a privately funded high-
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speed rail project. Houston and Dallas were selected as the best possible city pairing, Eckels said,
because of the high population between the two metropolitan areas, the flat land in between, existing
rights of way options and friendly business environments between the two cities.
Eckels said the project will not be constructed with federal or state funding. Instead a number of private
investors would fund the multibillion dollar project through debt and equity and be repaid through
ticket sales. Tickets would likely cost less than commercial airfare, he said.
“There’s also some money to be made in transit-oriented developments along the stops,” Eckels said.
Eckels said a car trip from Houston to Dallas along I-45 today is roughly four hours and could increase to
six hours by 2035. Not only could a high-speed rail be an alternative to additional taxpayer-funded
construction along I-45, but Eckels said he believes it will aid in economic growth in Texas.
“Both the Houston and Dallas/Forth Worth areas are the big economic drivers for Texas,” Eckels said.
“This will make it so much easier to capitalize on the assets in both communities and continue economic
growth for Texas.”
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Cycling In the Woodlands
Prepared by Mike Bass, Tonwship Director
July 11, 2014
Introduction
Recently, The Woodlands Township Board of Directors have heard from a few residents expressing
opposition to the concept of bike lanes within our community. The concern appears to be that such lanes
will narrow the roadway available to motorists, promote an unsafe environment, and increase
congestion and the potential for confrontation between motorists and cyclists.
To better understand the viewpoint of our community regarding cycling, I posted the following on my
Township Director Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/mike.bass.756
“The current South County mobility studies underway will be evaluating our future needs,
direction and alternatives regarding all the different forms of mobility, including cycling. I am
hearing opposition to spending money on bike lanes. Is this opposition coming from the "vocal
minority" or the majority of Woodland's residents?
Although cyclists are legally allowed to use our roadways, Precinct 3 has publically said they
will not fund bike lanes. Given the poor quality of many of our shoulders, the County's funding
approach will force many bikers to continue to ride on the road itself, something I think is very
unsafe as it narrows the roadway used by motorist.
1) Do you believe cycling is an important amenity to you and your family?
2) Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands? If not, why not?
3) If the County will not fund improvements to our shoulders to enable them to be safely used as
bikes lanes, do you think the Woodlands should do so?
4) As an alternative to using our shoulders, would you support widening and improving our
pathways to enable more people riding road bikes to use them in a way that is safe for all
pathway users?”
This was my own initiative in an effort to better understand what our community values and thinks
regarding cycling; it was not sponsored by the Township. My questions were directed to male and
female residents in the Woodlands over the age of 18. According to Facebook this includes about 40,000
Facebook users. My Facebook post started July 2. I am still receiving feedback. For purposes of this
document, I have summarized everything as of July 9 which includes the bulk of the responses
I intentionally did not ask my Facebook friends if they were in favor of bike lanes. I thought this was a
very polarizing question. The design options for bike lanes are not well understood by many people
which is reinforced by the responses received. A bike lane may take many forms, all the way from
striped road shoulders, to separate, buffered lanes, to cycle circuits, etc. Many have said why not use our
Page 1 of 28
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hike and bike trails? I think the comments from the responders to my poll clearly answer this question
and provide ideas for many other alternatives to serve the different classes of cyclists. Clearly there is no
one answer to fit everyone.
Responses to Date
My request was not intended to be a statistical survey but only a “poll.” The results should not be used
to extrapolate the results to the Woodlands population as a whole. My request was only intended to gain
a greater insight into what our residents believe. For these sort of inquires a response rate of 1-2% is
considered to be normal. The response rate in this case was at the high end, approximately 2%.
So far, I have received a lot of interesting feedback to my questions. As one will find in the detail
responses attached, there are many suggestions and ideas that should be considered in finalizing a master
bike plan. I encourage those reading this document to read the detailed responses. They are very
enlightening. I have attempted to summarize the overall results of the feedback below. The summary of
the comments received shown below is a result of my detail tabulation and review of the comments. In
some cases, the responder did not directly answer the questions posed. Thus, the total number of the
comments does not equal the total of the tabulations shown below. For this reason, I thought any
percentage tabulation and comparisons would be misleading.
Facebook Response
Total Views (saw Post)
% of Total Woodlands Facebook users (40,000)
Total users who took action in regard to post (like or commented)
Response %
Total users who commented on post
Demographic of Responses
Gender
Men
Women
Age
18-34
35-44
45- 64
65+
Summary of Comments
Type of Cyclist
High Speed Road Cyclist
Leisure
Do not cycle
Cycling Important
Yes
No
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11,232
28%
208
2%
134

70%
30%
17%
29%
43%
11%
# of Responses
34
29
28
69
12

Feel safe riding on roads?
Yes
Qualified yes
No

4
15
35

Who should fund improvements?
Woodlands if County will not
County
Pathways suitable alternative for use by High Speed Cyclists?
Yes
No
Pedestrian Paths should be improved in general (wider, more
connectivity, etc.)
Do you support improved Bike Lanes?
Yes, as improved shoulders or separate bike lanes in addition to
the shoulder
Yes as separate Cycle Circuits, buffered bike lanes, use of MUD
easements, etc.
Against cyclist using the road at all and would prefer some other
alternate off road solution

37
9
12
56
16

77
10
20

I have summarized my impression of the responses below:
1. There was a pretty even response on the part of those who consider themselves high speed cyclists,
those who consider themselves leisure oriented cyclists and those who do not cycle at all. The
responses came from more than the cycling community, although they were in the majority.
2. Cycling in all forms (family oriented, leisure, exercise, competition training, transportation, etc.) is
considered to be an important aspect of living in the Woodlands. Even non cyclists consider the
activity to be an important part of the Woodlands life style and support it. Only 12 people out of 134
believed it was not important. Clearly a minority.
3. In regards to the use of the pathway system, there is an agreement among the high speed cyclists,
using lighter competitive road bikes to ride on the roadway or shoulders, and the leisurely bike- cyclists travelling faster than 7-10 MPH should stay off the pathways. The high speed cyclists do not
believe pathways meet their needs at all and are not safe for anyone using them if high speed cyclists
are also using them. The leisurely cyclists using the pathways agree with this view. There is only a
very small minority of people who believe or would support modifying the existing pathways to
support high speed cyclists.
4. There are many misconceptions where it comes to high speed cyclists who use lighter, thin gauged
tired road bikes. These are the type of riders most seen riding on the roadway or shoulders. There is
a mistaken view that all of these riders are athletes training for competitive events and are a
minority. In reality, it appears these cyclists prefer this form of cycling for many other reasonsexercise, transportation, long distance riding, etc. There are many choices cyclist have in
Page 3 of 28
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5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

determining how they wish to enjoy the activity. In this case, the use of road bikes is what they
prefer and such bikes, with their thin gauged tires, are not designed, nor safe, for riding on a pathway
at high speeds.
Many do not feel safe riding on the road way itself or the shoulder but this is a very qualified
response. However, attitudes among the high speed cyclists vary depending on the road. Regardless
of the legal rights of cyclists to ride share the roadway, many think it would be better to have
separate bike lanes to accommodate the cyclists. There is a lot of concern about safety, narrowing of
the roadway used by motorists and reduction of available shoulder space. There appears to be a
strong desire that whatever is done should reduce contact between cyclist and motorist.
There is also a view that road shoulders could be improved and better maintained, including
removing curb projections into the shoulder which are considered to be the biggest danger. Many
believe this effort would be the least expensive solution and go a long way to accommodate the
perceived need for bike lanes. There does not seem to be an expectation that every road needs a bike
lane to accommodate cylists. Connectivity is the bigger issue.
Confrontation between bikers and motorist is an issue. Most people admit there is fault on both
sides. There needs to be more education of both motorist and cyclists. In addition, law enforcement
should do more to enforce the rules of the road for both motorist and cyclists.
People would like to see our pathways and their connectivity improved; a broader response than just
biking.
Many believe that bike lanes should be designed and funded as part of all road improvements. The
view is that the Township should lead and fund the effort if the County will not. In such a case, the
Township should look for ways to supplement its funding from either users fees or grants.

The Community Impact Magazine (CMI) recently ran an article on Bike Lanes. Subsequent to their article, CMI
ran an on-line poll which closed on July 11. I do not, nor do they, have any information as to the demographics
of the responders but they had a very large response. Per Brian Walzel, Editor, there were 488 responses, the
most of any of their polls, in any of their cities. Clearly bike lanes are a “hot topic.” The question CMI posed in
their poll was “Are you in favor of installing bike lanes along roadways in The Woodlands”? This was more of
a “vote” than the dialogue promoted by my Facebook Post. CIM only had about 21 comments. Of the 488
votes, 56.6% believed bike lanes were needed for cyclist and driver safety reasons and 12.7% believed they
were needed as part of mobility improvements for a total of 69.3% in favor of bike lanes. The remainder
believed bike lanes were not needed, too expensive, too dangerous, cyclists needs could be served by existing
shoulders or hike and bike trails or cyclists needed to stay off the road.
Detail Comments
1. Steve Schoger. Thanks for putting this issue out there, Mike, as a questionnaire and for comment by a wider
audience of stake holders. Since I am not on Facebook, let me reply to your email with my thoughts and
opinions. I feel I am highly qualified to provide input from a cyclist point of view, and I am a motorist and
tax payer as well. The answer to the first question, “Do you think cycling is an important amenity to you
and your family?” is a resounding and unqualified YES! I was a runner (and golfer…that’s what first
attracted us to the Woodlands in 1992), before cycling, so the pathways and golf courses were very big
selling point to quality of life in the Woodlands, moving here from Ohio. Even though I worked downtown
Page 4 of 28
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until 2002, the Woodlands had features that surpassed other communities that were closer in to Houston. I
am true road cyclist, logging over 6500 miles per year, most of them in the Woodlands and throughout
Montgomery County. And my wife Jody also enjoys bike riding, but not as much as she used to; now she
walks our dog Katie every day, either on the pathways or on the drainage/creek berms. Without access to
safe cycling, I would consider moving elsewhere where there is a “friendlier” environment.

I have to answer the second question, “Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands” with a qualified
YES. It is rare, on even an hour recovery ride within the Woodlands, not to get “buzzed” by e.g., by a car
speeding too close as they are passing me, or have a “near miss”, e.g., a car not stopping at a stop sign and
yielding to me, after I have stopped, if there are no other cars around, or having to dodge the structural
hazards of our shoulders. Having said that, safe riding is a “relative” term in Montgomery Texas (or in the
greater Houston area, for that matter), as I was one of cyclists that was “attacked” by the dude with the
pickup truck and baseball bat last October in a neighborhood north of the Woodlands! The physical
hazards, such as the shoulder-roadway gaps (both vertical and horizontal) and the jutting curbs, have created
serious safety issues, causing my wife to take a nasty spill and an expensive trip to the ER for a curb hit and
other friends to go down hard with collar bone breaks as a result of the gaps. I don’t normally ride my bike
on the pathways as they cannot meet my needs, unless there is not a roadway option. I am concerned for my
personal safety when I walk our dog on the pathways, as a result of bikers going too fast for the pathway
conditions. While I try to use the shoulders on the main roadways, I am forced to ride on the roadways from
time to time, either due to compromised shoulder conditions or other reasons. Quality shoulders, as bike
lanes, are very important for cycling safety and the mobility of all traffic. We were successful in getting
TxDOT to add/improve shoulders when they upgrade roadways, like FM 1476, FM 1488 and FM 149,
among others. The problem with many of the Woodland’s shoulders is that they do not have the same
quality as the main roadway, causing the vertical and horizontal separation and of course, the jutting curbs
are a true safety issue and need to be eliminated. If there were better shoulders, designated as bike lanes, or
cycle tracks (adjacent but separated from the roadway) I believe a lot more bike riders would use their bikes
as an alternative to their cars or would not ride on the winding pathways for commuting, exercise or other
reasons.
A qualified YES to the question of “should the Woodlands expend money directly on bike lanes if the
County does not?” While it is the developer’s responsibility to provide a roadway in the first place with
safe shoulders that can withstand the test of time, it is the County’s responsibility to maintain the quality of
our roadways that were “turned over” by the developer, if they included shoulders. The question arises as to
whether the County should be responsible for “upgrading” the roadways for bike lanes, due to poorly
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designed or constructed roadways when they were turned over by the developer to the County. When it
comes to safety issues, I say that the County is responsible! And bike riders going down, not due to their
own negligence, with broken collarbones for the shoulder-roadway gaps or hitting the curbs while using the
“safe” shoulder is a real safety issue, costing $$$$ to society…so costs of shoulder improvements to save
societal costs of serious injuries is a big deal – having roadways that are “unsafe” is unacceptable. When a
roadway is expanded and/or improved, the funding entity should make the upgrades necessary to have
“complete streets”…including bike lanes and intersection improvements for the vulnerable road user. There
should be a prioritization of which roadways should have the bike lanes. And if the plan for bike lanes are
of higher quality than a “safe” and acceptable shoulder, I can see the Woodlands doing a cost-sharing
funding with the County, say 20-80, or some justified ratio, if the bike lane goes above and beyond the
original intent of the roadway, not considering a roadway expansion/improvement project, where a bike lane
should be part of the re-design. When Lake Woodlands Drive is expanded from four to six lanes, it is
imperative that safe passage of cyclists be part of the expansion, with the inclusion of either a bike lane on
the roadway or a cycle track immediately adjacent to the roadway.
As an alternative to the shoulder-bike lane improvements, I would prefer the addition of a cycle track over
the widening of the pathways. A cycle track is adjacent to the roadway, but protected or otherwise
separated, so a car cannot roll onto it (almost like a HOV lane on the highway), and should be a ‘bike only’
lane…when it is cheaper to construct than the widening of many of the pathways in the Woodlands that
wind through the trees. Many of our pathways are just not wide enough, given the limited sight distance
and windy nature, to be full multiple use paths, with walkers, joggers, roller bladers, baby carriages, dog
walkers, and a variety of bicyclists. We need to look at where there may be a need and purpose for a cycle
track vs. improved shoulders as bike lanes vs. widening of the pathways…hence a big reason for a detailed
Bicycle Master Plan with a strong emphasis on bike mobility and safety. [Note: A bicycle master plan
should also include attention to Education (both for the cyclist and the motorist), Enforcement,
Encouragement and Evaluation. Having a third party prepare a bicycle master plan and the opportunity for
public input and comment, prior to acceptance of the Plan by the Township Board, is a way for the
democratic process to work. The Bike Master Plan should identify the costs of improvements and their
priority] Not all the improvements that cyclists want can be justified, but not spending the money necessary
to avoid unsafe conditions and eliminating the shoulder hazards is unacceptable.
2. Phil Pauzé It makes no difference of the source of the comments. One must look at what is good for the
community when evaluating a specific taxpayer-funded project. Certainly, bike lakes are a benefit to the
community in the same way that bike paths, parks, and schools benefit the community for the general good.
I am a cyclist and I strongly support bike lanes. I am also retired and I strongly support good schools even
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though my children are grown and we don’t use the school system. I strongly support a good park system
even though I don’t use them. I strongly support the library system even though I purchase my own books
and don’t use the libraries. Although cyclists are legally allowed to use our roadways, Precinct 3 has
publically said they will not fund bike lanes. Given the poor quality of many of our shoulders, the County's
funding approach will force many bikers to continue to ride on the road itself, something I think is very
unsafe as it narrows the roadway used by motorist.”
1)

Do you think cycling is an important amenity to you and your family? Absolutely. It is a healthy

recreational activity which keeps us physically fit.
2)

Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands? If not, why not? Safety is an issue in cycling.

Drivers tend to think that they “own” the roads and therefore have a lack of respect to the vulnerable cyclist.
Well-marked bike lanes would greatly increase the safety of cyclists.
3)

If the County will not fund improvements to our shoulders to enable them to be safely used as bikes

lanes, do you think the Woodlands should do so? I think it is unconscionable for the county to not fund
bikes lanes. But that said, if the county does not fund them, the Township should fund them.
4)

As an alternative to using our shoulders, would you support widening and improving our pathways to

enable more people riding road bikes to use them in a way that is safe for all pathway users? Most serious
cyclists, me included, do not use the pathways. They are dangerous because of the walkers, kids on smaller
bikes/tricycles, and the many cross streets requiring abrupt stops. Riding on a bike path puts everyone at
risk.

Forward-thinking cities recognize the value of bike paths and have designed them into their street system
and provided funding for them. The Woodlands prides itself on being responsive and forward-thinking and
should take all steps to live up to that end. Additionally, the Woodlands Corporation should step up and
provide funding if for no other reason than being able to tout bike lanes in their marketing efforts.
3. MollyAnne I received a forwarded email from George Newman that originated from you. I would like to
answer the 4 questions you posed in your email.
Do you think cycling is an important amenity to you and your family? Cycling is very important to me and
my family. We moved her 3 years ago from Denver, CO. When we wound up living in the Woodlands we
were so excited to have trails and paths to use. We read about how you can ride your bike from one end of
the Woodlands to another. I ride to and from work (I live in High Oaks- Grogan's Mill and I work at the
HEB on 1488.), to the mall, various stores, restaurants, movie theater, church, and even to volunteer for
Ironman.
Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands? If not, why not?
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Not always. If I'm riding to work at 5am on the days I'm scheduled early, or at 10pm the days I'm scheduled
late, I don't want to ride the wooded pathways. It's dark and dangerous and my bike's headlight doesn't
shine that brightly. I opt to take the road. There are some areas where there are no shoulders (Northbound
Grogan's Mill right past Woodlands Pkway, Westbound Lake Woodlands right past Grogan's Mill, and
Northbound Gosling right past Lake Woodlands) As of right now I fear for my life riding home if it's dark
due to construction on Research Forest and again on Grogan's Mill. Until those projects are finished I will
be driving on days I'm scheduled to work late. Also, I would like to ride my road bike too and not have to
be stuck on the pathways we have now. With all the branches and such I would surely blow a tire. Also,
some people FLY on their bikes on the current pathways making it very scary at times. And it is annoying
when I'm trying to get around a runner, walker, or slow cyclist on headphones and they can't hear me
yelling, "on your left".
If the County will not fund improvements to our shoulders to enable them to be safely used as bikes lanes,
do you think the Woodlands should do so? ABSOLUTELY!!!!! The Woodlands pride themselves on being
a Master Planned Community where we have everything we could need. They are environmentally
conscious by providing all residents with recycling bins and host Green Up Clean Up so why won't they
make getting around by bike easier? They like how safe we are with low crime, so why won't they help
keep us safe while riding our bikes? We host several athletic races so why won't they encourage their
residents to get exercise on safe bike lanes?
As an alternative to using our shoulders, would you support widening and improving our pathways to enable
more people riding road bikes to use them in a way that is safe for all pathway users? Yes. But if they don't
take the time and money to make bike lanes or safer shoulders, do you think they really would take the time
to widen and improve our current pathways. If it comes down to it, I'd support it.
4. Lee Odom 1. Yes, biking is important to my family. 2. Yes, I feel safe riding in the Woodlands. 3. Yes, the
Woodlands should improve the shoulders if the county will not. 4. No, the paths are not practicable for fast
biking.
5. Shelia Ceasar 1)

Do you think cycling is an important amenity to you and your family? Very... and it's

particularly special when family comes to visit from others parts of the country. They love the trails and
pathways of the neighborhood. 2) Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands? If not, why not? No
very, if not riding on the pathway. Drivers seem to have no respect for person on a bicycle. As a bike rider, I
follow the rules of the road and pathways and hope others riders do the same.3) If the County will not fund
improvements to our shoulders to enable them to be safely used as bikes lanes, do you think the Woodlands
should do so? Yes. If not the county or The Woodlands, then who? 4) As an alternative to using our
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shoulders, would you support widening and improving our pathways to enable more people riding road
bikes to use them in a way that is safe for all pathway users? Yes!
6. Jim Harrington I’d like to start by thanking you for taking the time to gather information and get a balanced
perspective on the situation before approving future plans that are sure to impact the majority of the
residents in The Woodlands. I have lived in The Woodlands since 1995 and enjoyed the growth. What we
are currently experiencing is an unprecedented rate of growth which is certain to inconvenience and upset
people along the way. Along with the growth, we have developed top notch schools and athletic programs.
Therefore it should come as no surprise that the adult athletic community has also grown and there are some
of the best age group athletes right here in The Woodlands. Even the amount of general exercise within the
community continues to grow. All a part of making this a more desirable place to live, work and play.
Please consider the following comments to your stated questions:
Do you think cycling is an important amenity to you and your family? Absolutely! A bike is every kids first
real freedom and it dramatically increases the range of his world. Same should be true as an adult. We
should cycle for exercise but also to know and understand our surroundings.
Do you feel safe riding your bike in the Woodlands? If not, why not? At times and in certain places I feel
safe. Roads that have no shoulder and now have curbs are very unsafe (ie: Woodlands PKWY and portion
of Research Forest). It would be a lot better if there were designated bike lanes to keep both the rider and
driver separated. Even on roads that have a shoulder that can be used for cycling, there is curbing that
comes out over the shoulder at the intersections. This forces a cyclist that is riding on the shoulder to go
into the traffic lanes at each of these intersections. Another reason that there is not a safe feeling is that the
community has been slow to support it. Additional signage showing that the bikes have the same rights as a
driver when they are on the road would help. Events like Ironman and CB&I triathlon help educate the
community as well. At the same time, I cringe when I see a rider out without a helmet because it labels
ALL of us as unsafe.
If the County will not fund improvements to our shoulders to enable them to be safely used as bikes lanes,
do you think the Woodlands should do so? Bike lanes should be incorporated in to road projects as they take
place and should be no different than any other improvement project.
As an alternative to using our shoulders, would you support widening and improving our pathways to enable
more people riding road bikes to use them in a way that is safe for all pathway users? Pathways are not a
viable option for cyclist in any shape or form. Fundamentally you cannot put bi-directional walking traffic
on a twisty turning path and then add cyclists that ride on average of 20mph. It doesn’t work even if you
widen the paths. The paths are wonderful for walking and a leisure bike rider or scooter/skateboard. Keep
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in mind that the paths don’t even go through most neighborhoods so bikes will still be on the roads in the
majority of The Woodlands.
7. Jon Bauman (Texas Patriots Tea Party) While yours is hardly a scientific sampling, I do have a real problem
with the way you framed your questions. It reminded me a little of the tactic that our wonderful President
uses all the time. We have 202 miles of pathways in The Woodlands. According to the Township’s website,
“All pathways are multi-use … including walkers, cyclists and wheelchairs.” In fact, another section of the
website invites cyclist to “Use the Parks and Pathways Map to plan a bike route!” Yet your “feedback”
request completely ignores the existence of these pathways. Instead you posit a fact I am not sure is
necessarily true with “Given the poor quality of many of our shoulders” (how many and how relevant are
the poor quality shoulders to route bikes might take?), take a pot shot at the mean “County’s funding
approach” and then state the false conclusion that these two factors “will force many bikers to continue (I
live here too and have not seen this a problem) to ride on the road itself, something I think is very unsafe as
it narrows the roadway used by motorists.” Your conclusion is total hogwash! They are not forced on the
road. They have two legitimate options other than riding a bike on the roadway. They can go by car or they
can use the Township’s interactive pathways map to figure out how to get wherever they want to go using
the 202 (soon to be 210) miles of pathways! Most disappointing.
8. Clay Spires First, let me thank you for your service to The Woodlands. Your service is very much
appreciated by all of us who live in this great town.I am writing to complain about the recent trend on
roadway expansion, in particular Woodlands Parkway and Research Drive, and it’s negative impact on
residents. In addition, I have comments from those of us who bicycle in The Woodlands. My complaints
are:
Shoulders were removed on Woodland Parkway east of Kuykendahl, and Research east of Cochran’s
Crossing shopping center. As a result, riding a bicycle on either of these roads is a near death experience,
even early on weekend mornings, even when the extra lane is not needed. All we needed was a couple of
feet of shoulder. Now these roads are effectively off limits to us. Isn’t there room to put the shoulders
back?
Extending both of these roads to Hwy. 2978 was a huge mistake for livability in The Woodlands. I
encourage you to poll residents on whether to close off these connections. Traffic on these roads has
increased tremendously, which may be good for the retail businesses in the west end, but it is terrible for the
people that actually live here. And the type of traffic has changed negatively: significantly more large
trucks and heavy equipment are coming through what we thought was a residential community. The
Woodlands was nicknamed The Bubble for a good reason - we did not want the rest of Houston driving
through our neighborhoods, robbing our banks, etc.
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There is rarely any speed enforcement on either road. Now, all the extra traffic and large trucks are going
through at 60 + miles an hour. Synchronizing traffic lights at slower speed does no good, people still drive
too fast for a residential neighborhood (I am guilty as well, I will admit). Strict enforcement would really
help both the volume of the traffic (you are less likely to cut through The Woodlands if you face a ticket)
and the safety of those of us who live here.
Let me also explain why roads are so important to us bicyclists. It is not that we don’t appreciate the great
system of walking trails in The Woodlands. We love them. I walk many miles a week on these trails and
consider them the single best idea The Woodlands had in its planning. But these trails are no good for
anything other than very slow bicycling. Bikes moving at 15-20 MPH and small children, dogs on leashes,
people walking, blind corners are not a good mix – it is just not safe. If you are trying to get some exercise
on a bicycle, you have to be on the streets. I drive a car 75 miles a day, so I appreciate the point of view of
both sides, and a few feet of shoulder on the roads is not too much to ask.
9. Kashay Mendes 1) definitely Yes. 2) somewhat. The roads are not set up properly for cyclists to safely
interact with car drivers. For example, many of the roads do not have shoulders, thereby forcing cyclists to
ride on the roads. Traffic lights are also not set up to recognize cyclists at intersections, thereby putting both
the cyclists and oncoming traffic at risk when and if the cyclist goes thru th red light. 3). Yes, Bike lanes
have been shown to increase local property values and also to be a draw for the "creative" class of
workforce which companies find valuable to hire. 4) no, widening the existing pathways would not provide
enough line of sight for safety (for example around Lake Woodlands) because of the curving nature of the
pathway design. If a new pathway is constructed (for example under the existing power lines or along the
water trenches, then the pathway designs may allow for improved safety and line of sight.

Some additional comments regarding cycling in The Woodlands:
Doing nothing to accommodate people who ride bikes guarantees increased cyclists deaths/accidents with
shoulder removals causing people who ride bikes to ride directly on the roadway's lanes and continued
development increasing the number of cars having accidents with cyclists riding on roads not designed for
people who ride bikes..
Placement of additional "Share the Road" signage on designated bike roadways will increase cyclists
visibility to motorists and help decrease cyclist deaths/accidents with motorists. The signage will also
designate the appropriate roadways for cyclists to use instead of riding on roads not meant for people who
ride bikes.
Planning for a community that accommodates people who ride bikes, fits into the original George Mitchell
vision of a master planned community where people live, work, and play.
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10. Jane Jennings I think it is a good idea. I don't ride my bike on the roads because it is dangerous. But if you
provide lanes for bikers to ride in they should also follow road rules. I don't know how many times I have
seen a biker ride thru a red light!
11. Tj Fry Remove the protruding curbs and you're 90% there.
12. Richard Haag I grew up in Irvine California and can attest to the value of bike lanes. We had bike paths too
but the lanes provided direct routes to work and a safer buffer between cars and cyclists. Current path
system is not appropriate for cycling speeds which can reach 25mph. Current shoulders while better than
nothing, are also dangerous. Even with bike lanes you will get Saturday and Sunday bike clubs 4 abreast
blocking the road but this will be assured all the time without the lanes. I would encourage those of you in
such hurry and can't seem to navigate around or wait for a cyclist to clear the roadway to take a deep breath
and try and enjoy the community you live in. Life is too short for these first world problems.
13. William Jamie Crews If the precinct were to put bike lanes in the "cyclists" would simply not use them and
continue to ignore all traffic laws despite being required to adhere to them. I have a problem with the way
they ride due to the fact that if I hit one, I am then responsible for their blatant ignorance and refusal to
follow the rules of the road.
14. Kashay Mendes I don't condone cyclists who ignore traffic laws, just like I don't condone drivers who
ignore speed limits. It is true that some cyclists ignore traffic laws. But it is also true that some cyclists obey
the law. Some drivers break the law. Some drivers obey the law. Some pedestrians break the law. Some
pedestrians obey the law. The truth is, motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians are really just human beings
getting around by different means, and all three groups break the law each in their own way. Motorists
speed, roll thru stop signs, or text while driving. Cyclists run stop signs. Pedestrians jaywalk. The reality is
that we all condemn unlawful behavior that we see as being particularly dangerous, while more or less
condoning unlawful behavior that we do not see as being particularly dangerous. And each group has its
own , different perception of dangerous behavior.We all should be held accountable for our actions, and
regardless of our different perceptions, no group should be deemed unworthy of protection, unworthy of
justice, unworthy of compassion. The issue of bike lanes is around providing safety for the law abiding
cyclist from being injured or killed by a careless or inattentive driver.
15. Thomas Wayne Riddle Cyclists are legally obligated to adhere to traffic rules and common sense safety just
like motorists are. In Texas it is NOT true that a motorist is responsible for hitting a cyclist that is negligent
when the motorist is not.
16. Janet Snyder Owens Interesting because I live in the Woodlands and we have hike & bike trails but the
bicyclist continue to ride in the auto lanes slowing traffic down. There are also a number of areas that that
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have bike lanes but the cyclists refuse to use them opting instead to use the traffic lanes. If they are training
for a race I should think they would know where to ride their cycle
17. Thomas Wayne Riddle Some cyclists do use the hike & bike trails but you see many who do not because
those trails are not suitable for them.
18. Janet Snyder Owens Thomas Wayne Riddle - But, they're not using the bike lane either! I guess because
they're not "suitable" either?
19. Maurizio Topini 1) Yes; 2) Not entirely; The condition of "rideable" shoulders is not always optimal, which
often forces bike riders onto the driving lanes. In addition, at the majority of intersections, curbs protrude
into the shoulder, forcing the bike rider into the traffic lane. 3) Yes, if there is a serious intent in remaining a
bicycle friendly community. 4) No; in my opinion, pathways are a not viable alternative for cycling.
20. Dan Conway 1. Yes 2. No, due to curbs that jut out onto the shoulder and shoulders in poor condition. 3.
Yes 4. No, cyclists routinely travel @ 20 mph which makes it unsafe for other pathway users. Bike lanes
will increase our property values, make The Woodlands more desirable for businesses, and make our area
safer for everyone. Let's build the bike lanes!
21. Kirk Moore 1.) Yes 2.) Most of the time. There are some areas more dangerous than others. I feel The
Woodlands is a big cycling community and only growing. As cycling becomes popular so do the roadways.
3.) Yes. This is part of what makes The Woodlands unique. I think fundraising and partnerships with the
private sector on raising money should be the focus. 4.) No. The pathways are popular for walking, running,
and casual bike use. The roadways is more appropriate for cycling due to the speed and need to keep
pathways for more leisurely uses.
22. Denny Dennis Finn Denny and Betty Finn and our grandson Ryan Creel and other injured bikers ARE FOR
BIKE LANES!!!! What are we waiting for??
23. Peter Bardenhagen 1. Yes absolutely 2. I do not always feel safe on the roads. Sometimes due to road
conditions and other times due to vehicle traffic. 3. Until the Township was formed we paid assessments to
The Woodlands every year. Since then we pay an increased tax to live in this community. I understand that
not every resident can have the amenities they want in every part of The Woodlands, but I do not see a
problem with The Woodlands funding a bike lane on a select few roads to make cycling a safe and
enjoyable activity. 4. I do not think this is a viable alternative. I am very happy to ride my mountain bike on
the pathways, but even with widening it does not seems at all safe to ride a road bike on pathways,
especially at training speeds.
24. Cinda Calderon Hitchcock 1. Yes; 2. I ride only where I feel safe. I wish the major streets had bike lanes
and that there were a safe way to cross I 45; 3.Yes; 4. No. Making the pathways safe for road bikers would
make them unsafe for other users.
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25. Patsy Cates Sherman The bike trails are for casual relaxed enjoyment and not meant for a means of
transportation. I would love to leave my car at home and use my bike to run small errands around The
Woodlands communities. I try to be green whenever possible. I have found there are not sufficient
Hike&Bike trails to get you directly from neighborhoods to various shopping centers. I still have to get on a
few streets with no shoulder. A bike lane would make my trip much easier, shorter and faster. This would
promote more people could use their bikes, it would cut down on car traffic. Isn't that a goal we all want to
reach? I have even discovered there are areas of The Woodlands where there are no Hike&Bike Trails
especially for kids that have to walk to school, namely McCullough Jr High. No path on Panther Creek and
no shoulder. My grandson has a choice to ride his bike on the street with the busy school traffic or choose to
walk in the tall dew covered weeds. Not much of a choice for a 13 year old. When I asked the school, they
didn't even know there was not a path for the kids to use. I am ashamed our community leaders do not take
more steps for reducing car congestion by promoting more efficient methods of transportation. If you build
it, they will come! Of course, our community was built and sustained by the oil industry so it makes sense
they do not want to reduce use of cars which run on gas.
26. Susan Smith If not designated bike lanes, then we need decent shoulders in good repair. Recreational riders
use the paths, and serious riders use the roads. Flintridge is a hotspot for cyclists and runners who use the
hills for training. Would be great for this road to be given special consideration.
27. Maria Ross Henry 1) yes 2) Yes, we feel safe. We use the appropriate sidewalks & pathways. We do not
ride in the roads. 3) NO 4) Yes, if we widen our pathways, all Woodlands residents can benefit from it, not
just the bikers. The real question becomes whether or not the bikers will actually use the new pathways or
continue making it dangerous for drivers by riding in the road.
28. Lynette Faye I fully support bike lanes. It's a darn shame that Precinct 3 does not, but it's not all that
surprising. Thank you for posing this question.
29. Susan Nardi I think it's a great idea and would help promote alternative to driving. It is unsafe to ride in
areas that don't have the bike lanes. Cars get to close and the potential for accidents are high. Even on the
bike paths you have to be careful for mom's with strollers, walkers with dogs and folks that ride side by
side. Bike lanes are money well spent to continue to enhance the community.
30. Bruce E. Cunningham 2. Biking is not very safe in The Woodlands or in most of East Texas. The path's in
The Woodlands are not suitable for riding because of the limited sight distances and multiple types of users
who conflict with each other, 3. Yes. 4. Most trails are too curvy to do this successfully. It could be tried in
an area like the three mile, Mill Bend loop and funding from the government might be possible for it.
31. BrianandLeslie Daricek Mom and Dad with 4 teenage boys in Sterling Ridge: 1) Cycling is very important.
One of my sons rides his bike to work. I wish others would 2) I am scared for him! No! There are some very
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uncourteous drivers here. 3) Most every successful major city I've traveled to has bike lanes. It boggles my
mind that a master planned community doesn't! 4) Pathway riding is dangerous to others! I've had a friend
receive a broken wrist from being hit by a biker while jogging and seen far too many little ones with close
calls. Bikers are slower than cars and faster than pedestrians/ little ones. They need their own lane. Thanks
for caring about community safety!!
32. Mike Woodfall How about more bike racks in places we might ride our bikes too, why make the roads
accessible when there is little parking for bicycles anywhere.
33. Donna Reagan It is very unsafe for cyclists to ride on the roadways especially with the increase in traffic
and roadway construction. Widen the shoulders in certain areas for their safe use. Keep them off of high
volume roads. Creating bike lanes on hike and bike paths would make unsafe conditions for walkers and
joggers and the bikers. The other alternative is create a cycle park.
34. Roger Bolton They need the lanes for safety reason
35. Nora W. Wilson Agree with Tj Fry. Pathways, as I recall reading in the covenants when we moved here in
1999 (I think that's where we read it), were designed for speeds up to 7 mph. At the time, I thought "Geez, I
can run faster than that!" I also remember trying to ride a bike on them and quickly deeming them unsafe for
biking at any speed except for little ones on kid bikes. So to answer the questions: (1) Yes, (2) No because
of growing density of population, careless cell-phone addicted drivers and resulting road rage. Too many
people in a hurry, vying for the same space at the same time as another driver. (3) and (4) Yes, see Tj Fry's
response.
36. Maitane Zuloaga Tidwell There needs to be designated roads for bikes in the Woodlands as well as more
education for motor vehicles about safety for bikers specially for the HighSchoolers that rush down
Research Forest and don't follow left hand turn signals. It is dangerous for our kids and bikers.
37. Anani Linnea Improving our pathways is not the 'only' solution. We need some new pathways that run up
and down Woodlands Parkway, and perhaps some other main arteries. More and more people will want to
bike to places: church, work, shopping. They need a DIRECT route! Thanks for asking us for input
38. Dennis Johnson 1) yes. 2) Not as much as I should and would with good bike lanes. 3) Yes, the curb
structure and the uneven payment levels between road way and existing shoulders make using the shoulders
dangerous. If the curbs were removed and the shoulder a smooth extension of the roadway without
dangerous cracks and lips, cyclists should and would use them. The section of Lake Woodlands Dr. where
the shoulders are the same concrete as the roadway is an example of how the shoulders should be
constructed. 4) Mixing people walking dogs, children, etc., with cyclists on multi-use paths is not safe for
any of the users.
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39. Katherine Thom I would like to see the curbs that jut into the shoulders removed so bikes don't have to jump
onto the road to get around them. Also, I'm not sure if it is relevant but it would be important to have a
shoulder or sidewalk along the interstate. I think many people commute to work on bike and have no choice
but to ride in the vehicle lanes on feeder roads.
40. Tiffani Daniels Fortune 1. Yes 2. There are areas that are more safe than others, but I fear for other
pedestrians when bikers ride on the pathways. 3. I think that cycling will continue to grow as a sport, which
means it makes sense for the county to make this investment. 4. I don't think that serious cyclists would
want to ride on the paths. If they are training for a race, they would prefer a real road practice area.
Recreational cyclist would probably enjoy the paths, though, as well as cycling families. I also think that
there is a certain amount of risk to pedestrians on the paths, regardless of how wide they are. Is it possible to
do BOTH in some areas? Perhaps provide a bike lane in the areas that are most likely to be used by the
Ironman (or provide good hills or straight-aways for training) and pathway widening in the areas that are
more conducive to family/recreational biking traffic?
41. Jeffrey F Jordan Cycling is a critical part of my life and is a vital part of The Woodlands Community
providing jobs and revenue base to many local businesses. Riding on the shoulders in the woodlands is not
viable because of the conditions and curbs protruding - forces into the lanes. Biking on the "bike paths"
creates many hazards to bikers and pedestrians - too many blind curves, debris and oncoming bike /
pedestrian traffic. We should encourage cycling by providing safe and friendly riding areas / bike lanes.
42. Joseph Noack #1 Cycling is a very important amenity to my family. We enjoy riding to the grocery store as
a family and to the many park events throughout the year as a family on bicycles. #2 I have an increasing
concern with riding the bike in the Woodlands, although at my skill level it takes a lot to actually scare me.
The speed and disappearance of the shoulders on Woodlands pkwy and Research forest and the rough, pot
hole shoulders on Lake Woodlands is certainly a danger for thin tired racing bicycles. The jutting curbs are
a huge danger as well and the transition from the shoulder to the lane is often with a large gap capable of
crashing a bicycle (exactly what happened to me a couple of years ago when I shattered my shoulder). I do
not take my family on the road for cycling, although it would be nice to feel more comfortable to do so. .#3
I am definitely a proponent of the Woodlands funding proper bike lanes in lieu of shoulder repair, although
having a shoulder and bike lanes will decrease the episodes of disabled vehicles etc. accessing the bike lane.
There are many quality bike lane systems to model after . # 4 The pathways in the Woodlands serve one
type of cyclist and is a fantastic slow speed and relatively safe method for riding. Widening them will not
make them any safer--or faster given the nature of them being designed for "multi-use" and inclusive of
runners, walkers, family dog walking and family cycling/outings. The commuters and faster paced cyclists
will not be able to use them safely.
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43. Carmen Carter Mulraney 1.Cycling in The Woodlands is very important to me, my family, my friends, my
bike club friends, and people who are considering moving here. Young professionals value the option to
bike to work. 2. I do not feel safe riding on the roads. The roads are designed only with cars in mind, not
bicycles. Many cities around the world have successfully dealt with the issue of both bikes and cars using
the roads. The trails also need improvements. One easy way to help the trails would be to add a center stripe
on the blind curves 3. If the county will not take care of the problem, The Township should do so. It will
improve TW for everyone, not just the bikers. 4. Improving the pathways is a good idea, but it an issue
which is separate from road bikes and commuting to work, play, or shopping.
44. Natalie Stidham Diehl Natalie Stidham Diehl. I moved here 11 years ago because of the trails and healthy
lifestyle. We should support bike lanes or at least improve the shoulders. What can I do to help?
45. George Newman 1) Yes. An example is one of my sons does not drive. Frequently he uses his bicycle to get
to work and back home. It gives him more independence to be able to travel on his bicycle. I know of others
like him here in The Woodlands. Cycling for me is a great way to maintain physical fitness. My wife and I
like to ride to Town Center for breakfast or lunch. 2) No. Generally I feel that riding on the streets in the
Woodlands is dangerous (To be blunt, there is a high risk of death) – there are a few exceptions like parts of
Lake Woodlands Drive. The pathways are not designed for people to ride bicycles for long distances. 3)
Yes. Protected or buffered bike lanes are needed for a couple major routes across The Woodlands. 4) I feel
that a well-designed solution is needed. Wider pathways may be appropriate in some areas. We would
benefit from the implementation of a design that allows people riding bicycles to travel in The Woodlands
without making it difficult to drive motor vehicles.
46. Hellen Bostock Q1-Bicycling has been and should continue to be an important part of living here in The
Woodlands, Q2-Bicycling is getting less safe as bicycle and pedestrian traffic increases on the pathways and
bicycling on even the collector streets becomes more hazardous due to more drivers who think they are still
driving on Woodlands Parkway. Impatient and distracted drivers at intersections and continuous right turn
lanes add to the hazards to bicyclists as vehicle traffic increases. Q3-If The WoodlandsTownship is still
interested in promoting a healthy, vibrant lifestyle, then it is important to support and fund protected,
designated bicycle lanes. Q4-Please consider a separate bicycle way, such as the Cherry Creek bikeway in
Denver, rather than widening the existing pathways. The drainage ditch network could be used for at least
part of the project. The important goal should be to provide safe bicycle passage from the residential areas
to Town Center, and the medical, office, and commercial centers. As part of a healthy lifestyle choice, many
of us opt to bicycle rather than drive whenever possible. Many of us relocated to The Woodlands to be able
to do that!! Please continue to support and promote safe bicycle access and passage for those who chose to
travel by bicycle.. Thanks, Mike, for posting the questionnaire.
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47. Curtis Klotz After the shoulders of most of the roads were removed to make way for second and third lanes,
I found it too dangerous to cycle on the streets of the woodlands. I now drive every where, increasing my
carbon foot print. There are many motorists who are aggressive towards cyclists, because their feeling is
they own the road, because they have cars, and their taxes on their cars pay for the roads. As a home owner,
car owner, and shopper in the woodlands, it's obvious to me, cyclists decrease traffic and congestion, and
are paying as much into the system as any motorist out there. Any move to encourage cycling, and make it
clear that they have as much right to the streets as a motor vehicle, is a good thing. Much can be learned
from the city of Chicago and how they've integrated bicycle lanes etc. I think also a bike share system that
exists in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, could find a niche market in the Woodlands as well, especially
in Town Center, near the high concentration and business areas.In short, bike lanes: YES Please.
48. James Shoelen I believe cycling is important, I ride. I do not ride on the paths because the shade of trees
blocks my vision. I need to ride on the bile lane because the speed in which I travel is two dangerous for the
pathway. Yes to 1 and 3. No to 4.
49. Allen Doss I think something should be done to give cyclist a safer place to ride. I also agree that traffic
violations should be enforced on them as with any other moving vehicle not only for their safety but also the
safety of other drivers.
50. Tiffany Perl 1. Absolutely!! If The Woodlands wants a reputation as a healthy, prosperous, progressive
community, then having safe bike lanes is a no-brainer. The Woodlands was founded on "green" principles.
Why wouldn't a thriving community take a modern approach towards the road construction? Since we're
working on the roads anyway, I figure do the project right the first time...as in now by adding a bike lane.
Some of the best cities have bike paths ie. Minneapolis, Santa Barbara. 2. No I do not feel safe cycling on
the road with congested streets, no room, and high speed limits. There are far too many careless drivers.3.
The county should fund this or at least a good portion. 4. Expanding the pathways may be a good alternative
solution if executed properly.. ie. Dividing sections or having signs to notify slow persons on the right and
fast persons/bicycles on the left. Motorized vehicles prohibited with a fine. Thanks for inquiring. I certainly
hope the county will give this issue more thought.
51. Natalie Stidham Diehl I moved here 11 years ago because of the trails and healthy lifestyle. We should
support bike lanes or at least improve the shoulders. What can I do to help?
52. Mike Navolio 1) Yes, very much so. 2) I don't feel safe when there is no shoulder like on RF drive where
they added the extra lane. It scares me when if I have to ride on it. I also don't like the jutting curbs where
there are shoulders-very unsafe to have to swerve out in the traffic every time the shoulder disappears at the
intersections! 3) Absolutely!! 4) No. People on road bikes should not mix with pedestrians!! Too dangerous
for both!
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53. Jeff Duncan 1. Absolutely. I have lived here for 17 years and have used the trails for casual rides and have
used the roadways for longer rides for exercise. 2. For the most part yes but there are many roadways I
avoid because they are unsafe for cyclist. 3. Yes. It's an investment in the safety of our residents and the
value of our community. 4. Widening the trails sounds costlier than resurfacing the shoulders and cyclist
who ride for exercise will still use the roadways. Keep the trails the way they are, resurface the shoulders,
remove curbs that force cyclist into the road and paint bike lane stripes.
54. Tammy Danos Richard Widening the bike paths would not be sufficient because road bikes do not travel
well on the bike paths. Many motorists do not understand that we are a share the road community and many
cyclist do not follow road laws. This makes for hazardous situations. I would love to see bike lanes to
maintain our small town friendliness.
55. Kathy Ward Hudson 1) yes 2) No, the majority of the shoulders are horrible which forces cyclists to ride in
the roads, protruding curbs force us in the road as well. 3) Yes, I think The Woodlands should pay for
improving the shoulders. It would be awesome to see our tax dollars go to something so important. 4) No,
the pathways are already congested. I don't think widening them would be a solution. The Woodlands
should launch a campaign to help motorists understand why cyclist are in the streets. I believe that motorist
don't understand why we are not using the shoulders and they get angry. On numerous occasions I have had
cars buzz by me so close and it was totally unnecessary. The motorist is angry or put out because they had to
take ten seconds of their life to slow down. It has happened to me many times in The Woodlands. I am
following the laws, stopping at red lights and being courteous. I understand that there are some cyclist out
there that do not follow the laws and can be obnoxious. I ask that motorist don't take it out on all of us.
There is enough room for all of us!!
56. Greg Tharp 1) Yes, cycling is a very important amenity to me. 2) I used to feel safe riding in The
Woodlands, but feel very unsafe now that many of the shoulders have been removed, the traffic is heavier,
and there seem to be more hostile motorists of late. 3) Yes, if the county will not make improvements for
biking (don't I pay county taxes as well??), The Woodlands should and 4) the pathways are not useful for
serious bicyclists due to the danger to children, elderly and pets. I agree with TJ Fry that removing the
protruding curbs would be a cheap first step to greatly improving the safety of cyclists. I find it outrageous
that there is no safe way for a student to ride a bicycle to Lone Star college or for a swimmer to ride to the
Natatorium.
57. Debra Huffsteder Escudero Yes. Cycling is very important. Please make it safer for all of us.
58. Carole Hopkins Yes I think it would be great if the Woodlands supported the biking community. I once saw
a cyclist almost run off the road intentionally by a driver. It was terrible, and I think it would be wonderful if
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they had a safe place to cycle. I don't cycle myself, but it is a healthy lifestyle and it would be nice if funds
could be found to support that.
59. LuAnne Hogenmiller Emanuel 1. Yes, 2. No, cars get angry and do stupid things. 3 Yes I feel woodlands
should fund the bike lane especially now with all the traffic congestion 4. Widening the bike lanes would
not help people on "Road Bikes". There is too many sharp turns, depris on the the trails etc. Road bikes need
a road to ride safely.
60. Tia Anderson I would like bike lanes and more a wider paths.
61. Susan Swingholm Bike lanes are a great idea; I loved riding bikes with my family in a very busy
Amsterdam!
62. Ree Craddock Gordy Put in bike lanes for safety's sake
63. Alisa Jordan Turner Yes very important but just as if not more important to have a shoulder for the cops and
EMT to get thru where there is not a shoulder for "EMERGENCIES" (do you not think??) Who is running
this operation?
64. Tessa Hill We should definitely have bike lanes for safety. The Woodlands is so far behind on any sort of
progressive movement in this area.
65. Linda Hall Perhaps if you made it against the law to be on the phone/texting whilst driving, then riding on
the road might be a little safer!
66. Denny Dennis Finn The Woodlands was intended to have biking as transportation. We need safe bike lanes
to prevent the accidents.
67. Thomas Wayne Riddle Mike -- I support improving the cycling infrastructure in The Woodlands and
believe that The Woodlands will greatly regret if improvements are not made and conditions for cyclists
continue to worsen.
68. Dennis Johnson And yes, both drivers and cyclists should be held responsible for adhering to all traffic
laws.
69. Debbie Tasker Shannon Absolutely not! There are so many places more deserving of the money. Traffic is
already horrible. We dont need more bikes on the road. A private company should build a velodrome and let
those who use it pay for it.
70. Bob Merrill 1. Yes important both for casual riding on the trails and exercise in the roads. 2. There are
routes that are safer than others. 3. Yes but I would recommend a bike highway type approach. Key
thoroughfares for commuting from back to front and getting cyclists that ride longer out to the routes in
Montgomery county. In addition, combine this into a loop that can be used by riders that want to stay in
town. 4. No. Speed delta is too high between bikes and pedestrians and runners. Also, this never works
because pedestrians and runners tend to be plugged in to music and not staying on side.
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71. Renee Phillips O'Neal 1. Yes 2. No, curbs that force riders into the lane of traffic. 3. Yes, there are many
athletes in the Woodlands and many people come to the Woodlands for the variety of options in the
woodlands and various sports available. 4. No, bike paths are not safe for road bikes
72. Crystal Spires 1) Yes, very much so 2) depends on the road... Used to feel safer with shoulders on the major
roads 3) yes... Use all this new tax money if possible 4) yes but it would have to have a special lane
marking... Which I'm sure would not be able to be enforced... So no.
73. Courtney Coats Topini 1. yes I do. 2. NO, lack of awareness from motorist. 3. Yes. 4. no,
74. Abigail Valdelièvre Thurston I think that we should spend money on it. It's unsafe for joggers to have bikes
on paths and unsafe for bikes on road. Let's embrace our healthy woodlands lifestyle!!!!
75. Nadia Arensdorf I think the current paths are sufficient and appropriate. If the plan is to institute paths that
are a part of Woodlands roadways, I think it will simply be unsafe for everyone. In fact, I believe the
discussion of this now, with the current traffic issues in every part of the Woodlands and surrounding areas,
is irresponsible. I would suggest you save this for the future once ALL freeways, etc, are completed, if at all.
76. Douglas Masters For as much money as all the 5k's, marathons, triathlons, iron man competitions something
definitely needs to be done!!!! While your at it, what about expanding the trolley system to route to all our
shopping plazas and parks how awesome would that be?????
77. Amy Mann Youngblood I'm not a biker but I think we need them for the safety of all the bikers in The
Woodlands. Safety should be a priority & $ should be spent on protecting our residents.
78. Misty McMahan Redding 1. No 2. Yes 3. No 4. No
79. Linda Aponte Mike- Put it on the ballot- it will fail badly- you can count on it. Precinct 3 won't spend the
money just so cyclists in spandex can go 20-25 mph. That is the bottom line- as PCT 3 already pointed outthe Woodlands has almost 200 miles of hiking and biking trails- I understand that isn't good enough for the
spandex cyclists- so ask the Woodlands to pay and put it on the ballot- simple as that. David Hitchcock I'm
70 and have biked to work on roads for the last 15 years. No spandex. Avg speed 10 mph. Linda Aponte My
mom bikes as well David, but with all the problems and issues in Montgomery County- which most of the
Woodlands is located in- voters will never approve of spending money on this project with a long list of far
more important things that need attention.
80. Patti Morriss Kimmel Yes, we need bike lanes! People may not want to fund the lanes, but then when they
drive next to cyclists, they practically run them over! Bike lanes would only add to The Woodlands
reputation.
81. Frank Eakin 1) Yes, 2) Depends where, 3) Yes, 4) No
82. Patty Nash Mullen My vote is yes to designated lanes!!!!
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83. Kim Adams 1. Yes 2. Not always, primarily b/c pathways are used more for walking/jogging and riding on
the narrow shoulder, if there us one, is often unnerving. 3. No. The county need to fund this!!! 4. No. The
pathways need to stay as they are, for walkers and joggers. Widening the pathways, I firmly believe, would
encourage motorized vehicles on those areas. Thx for asking for our input.
84. Erika Morgan I say save the money they won't use them anyway. There are areas here In the woodlands that
have bike paths and rarely are they used. I have had to maneuver around countless cyclist on my way to
work. It's annoying and they would be no match for my car. I believe cycling is important but unless they
make it mandatory for bike paths to be used they won't be. Bikes are not road legal. A hand out to the side is
no turn signal. Keep your hands on the handlebars at all times because if you wreck and I hit you it's
somehow my fault. Ugh--Thomas Wayne Riddle Bikes are road legal under Texas law. --Erika Morgan
They may be on paper but clearly they do not and cannot operate like a motor vehicle nor do bikers abide by
the laws most of the time. Don't get me wrong. I believe cyclist should have a right to do their thing but they
should have to use bike paths or sidewalks when available. I am frustrated because they don't seem to care
that they cannot go the speed limit or that fact that they hold up traffic. They just ride along believing it
should be someone else's problem to look out for them but if I hit them then I'm at fault. There are problems
with the laws in my opinion. There is a time and place for everything as well as safe ways to participate in
these activities. Lastly, I just want to say that just because something is road legal doesn't mean it is safe.
Let's face it. Bikes have no seatbelts, headlights, turn signals, horns, etc. I cannot understand how this is safe
for anyone. I have 4 kids who love to ride their bikes and I would love to have bike paths for them all over
the woodlands but that isn't the case and they are not allowed to ride where there is no bike path or
sidewalk. Several times I have passed a family up while on my way to work and the very young children
were wobbly and unstable while their parents road on obliviously ahead of them occasionally glancing back
while trying to maintain control of their own bike. Law or no law that just isn't safe.
85. Amal Khawam Walker I was in Montreal, Canada visiting my family and I enjoyed the walk every morning,
they have two lanes side by side; one for the walkers and other for the bikers. Now they have a new law that
forbid the bikers to get on the walkers lane and if they do, the penalty is $75 ticket.
86. Matt Odom Yes bike lanes. The woodlands sponsors the ironman and has a lot of athletes and even families
that ride together. I believe it's worth the investment.
87. Joy Clements Brasington No to #4. We would loose a lot of trees if those were widened.
88. Janet West Long 1) yes. 2) mostly. 3) NO! 4) YES. By widening existing sidewalks, it keeps cyclists off the
roads. It seems most cyclists in The Woodlands are for casual/family/ recreational riding. Minimize the
risk/danger by keeping them on the pathways (a car hitting a cyclist is much more dangerous than a cyclist
hitting a enlist). Maybe accommodate the training/serious cyclists by installing SOME bike lanes on only
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certain/ limited streets and off-the-beaten-path roads to encourage the serious cyclists to stay on those streets
and out of most dangerous roadways. Just my 2 cents
89. Karen Biddle Bike lanes all the way!!!!! That would be amazing and safer for all !
90. Donald Wyatt I think bikes should be on the pathways, so upgrading them would be in order.
91. W R Bill Byrd 1. yes. I road bike frequently. 2. no. Roads are far too crowded, most with inadequate
shoulders. I, like many other riders, go to Willis or elsewhere to ride. 3. yes. But press the county first. 4. no.
Pathways aren't for road bikes. There is some type of crossing every hundred feet or so. No problem for a
walker or jogger, but impossible for a road biker, no matter how wide the path is.
92. Pat Speight Put in bike lanes but not on Woodlands Pkwy or Reserchforest Dr.(major routes). I live off
North milbend an I see people walking, running and binding along North Milbend (on the road) and there is
a bile path! One morning at 6:30AM I almost hit a man walking on north milbend because he was wareing
dark clothes. Bikers should not ride in the dark.
93. Benjamin Bullock 1) yes. 2)yes, the trails are amazing... more trails! 3) well, everybody that lives in the
woodlands are practically millionaires, so why not? #errybodygotMONEY 4)YESSSSSSS.
94. Thomas Wayne Riddle Increased law enforcement would be good.
95. Rodney Linton If it doesn't have a motor stay out of my way goobers!!!!!!
96. Kevin Williams The woodlands needs bike lanes bad. I crashed two days before IMTX because of the bad
shoulders and curbs. Contact the Highlands Ranch, CO city admin for bike path improvement ideas. They're
the best around. I can ride from here all the way to downtown Denver no problems.
97. Denny Dennis Finn Our grandson was hit by a car at lake woodlands n Grogan cuz of no bike lanes! This
week a senior on her bike was ran out of the crosswalk at Alden Bridge n Crownridge resulting in being
thrown over the handle bars.
98. Janet Mackey Amador I think cyclist need designated lanes.A lot drivers are disrespectful of cyclist
otherwise and act annoyed Whether the cyclist have rights on the roads or not.
99. Jennifer Kiser I have lived here for 24 years and I am not a big fan of all the races The Woodlands has. It
makes living here a living nightmare! If we can afford it we will be looking to move next year because it
sure isn't a "Hometown" anymore. Corporate city more like it!
100.

Kathy Thompson I don't appreciate bikers on the road. It is dangerous!!!

101.

Randy Scott Having bikers on our roadways is dangerous. If we do anything we should have a transit

trail through The Woodlands for bicycles. The roads were designed for automobiles, not bicycles. We have
miles and miles of bike and walking trails. They are not the best for commuting however, so if we want
commuting facilities, we would have bike trails to central locations like our village markets with bike
parking, with a means to connect to mass transit. We can;t change the planned design of the community. If
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we do that, we need to think it out much better than it was done in the master design. No cutting down of
trees to provide commuting bicycle paths.
102.

Dianne M Ramirez 1) yes absolutely! 2) No not at all. Drivers have non regard for bicyclist. They don't

stop or slow down. Drivers think they have the right away even if bicyclists have the walk sign, or on the
sidewalk, etc. 3) yes! 4) yes
103.

Karen Hartman I support improving the pathways we already have. It only makes sense. Why fight with

cars when you can have a wide safe shady path where there are no cars (except at crossings).
104.

John Heller Cycling fits the lifestyle of The Woodlands. Signs and shoulders are needed. Construction

has made road cycling dangerous. Pathways are not a safe option at 20mph w/ unsafe walkers and dog
owners who walk their dogs off the leash.
105.

Jill White Barber I am happy to pay to provide bike lanes. The roads are for vehicles, not bicycles. My

personal opinion. They need off our roads. I've seen many bike riders traveling down the road as a four
wheeled vehicle would and some never look around or pay attention to the traffic around them. They hold
up traffic and I'm afraid someone will get hit because of this behavior. I agree cycling is becoming more
popular and that's great! However, cyclists do not belong in the lanes for vehicles.
106.

Kathrine Perkins We need bike lanes, sidewalks, or some safe pathways off the roads. A wider shoulder

wouldn't do much good when most drivers are... not very nice when it comes to other drivers, small animals,
or children, so I definitely do NOT want to ride my bike next to them. My grandmas neighborhood in
houston has their sidewalks a good 8 - 12 feet from the roads.
107.

Christine McNeil Montano Every road should have a shoulder or a few feet for a narrow bike lane. It is

dangerous for both car drivers & cyclists at present. When I am on a 45 mph road & come up on a cyclists
& there is no room in my own lane to keep driving there, it is dangerous for me & the other cars in the other
lanes. Should I slam my brakes on? Swerve into the other lane or what? And if there is an accident it's MY
fault? Also there should be bike paths everywhere, there are sections missing on major roads. For the record
I am not a road bike cyclist but I used to cycle for fitness, I am too scared to ride the roads here. Also, when
riding on the bike paths it's dangerous with the dogs, little dogs on long leashes, I've almost killed some
when I turn the curvy corner & there they are. So who can blame cyclists for wanting to train on the roads?
Hopefully 2014!
108.

Jessica Medina Mendez Healy Yes, most of the time. Woodlands should make accommodations for easy

riders and serious cycling. And more importantly the children that bike to school.
109.

Dave Combs Although I live in the Woodlands area I never ride there. Pathways are not for serious

bikers and shoulders disappear at intersections. Motorist tend to force a biker off the road at intersections.I
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ride primarily anywhere from Conroe north to Montgomery, Richards and Anderson. Country roads are
more conducive for biking and people up there are much more bike friendly.
110.

Todd Cooper Bike paths are probably more unsafe than the roads! During my run this evening, was

nearly hit twice by Mountain Bikes doing 10+ MPH. Widending those paths does nothing! Temp solution is
for a road such as Woodlands Parkway to have right lane "bike friendly" on Saturdays and Sundays.
111.

Dan Conrad 1) Absolutely 2) I ride a road bike for fitness and recreation. I follow the rules of the road to

the best of my abilities. Things have worked out so far. 3) Yes 4) No - road bikes belong on the road. 15-25
mph is too fast for for the multi use pathways. Widen the shoulders, remove the curb obstructions, improve
the surface, and clearly designate them as being bike lanes.
112.

Shea Hargis Bike lanes are a necessity in The Woodlands. I have been hit by cars in the past, and having

a dedicated lane would absolutely alleviate the issues of road cycling in the area. Road bikes often cannot
access the shoulder of roads due to debris/road condition, and mixed use pathways are fantastic for low
speeds but are unsafe for road cyclists because of the blind corners and pedestrians.
113.

John Lynch Yes, yes, no, no. The paths are good for slower recreational biking and just getting

from one place to another as is. I've been riding on them with my family for 13 years. Serious road
bikers that are training for speed and endurance DO NOT need to go down main thoroughfares at peak
tragic hours. Just use a little common sense and build bike friendly shoulders for serious road bikers on a
few, easily accessible, non-main roads. This isn't rocket science .
114.

Debbie Horner Yes 4 would be a better deal the cyclist don't follow the traffic laws now. They

don't stop at the stop signs and will not move over so a school bus can get by. They are unsafe now on
the roads.
115.

Daniel A. Sanchez According to a leading demographics source, close to 9000 adult TW

residents participate in road cycling, and spend just about $1.8MM in bicycles every year (Source: ESRI
using 2013 data). More than double the national average. Key word: *adults*. That should give you the
answer for #1 for TW as a whole. Unfortunately, our area - and Texas in general, I dare say - does not
have the infrastructure that other states do (like CA or PA) to tweak or incorporate bike lanes (read: we
don't have old rail lines to use), so the key here is to gear our focus to what CAN we do with what we
have. Simple solutions like taking out the protruding curbs (previously suggested), and education should
go a long way. Legislation is another "cheap" approach, if you're worried about costs - take the 3ft
passing requirement law that has died time and time again on the last few sessions in Austin. Last I
checked with Sen. Tommy Williams, it just wasn't a priority. Is it time for the "vocal minority" of 9000
across a few zip codes to start calling public officials to make it one?
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116.

Melanie Pryor Bush Yes to bike lanes. The pathways are never safe because of the walkers with

dogs on long leashes or bikers going the opposite direction, leisurely riding.
117.

Lauri Gremillion Mazeikas 1. Yes. The paths are fun and generally safe for casual/slow biking,

but for road cyclists they are not feasible and I would love to see the shoulders improved for safer biking
on the roadways.. 2. Not really. The jutting curbs are a BIG, HUGE problem that forces cyclists onto the
roadways. In addition, if the shoulders were improved by clearing debris and making them
smoother/wider, I would feel much safer and use the shoulders more. 3. I would love to see the
Woodlands fund improvements to the shoulders. I believe those improvements would be minimal and
greatly improve the awesome reputation this community has as generally very bike-friendly. 4. No. I
honestly think the pathways are wide enough and spending money there would not help more cyclists
use the trails. The majority of cyclists pedaling on the roadways are traveling at a high speed and it
would be very dangerous for them to move to the path, no matter how wide they are.
118.

Sheldon Black I see people biking when I am driving and they don't bother me. I have to slow

down sometimes but no biggie. The questions here though sound like "how much of your tax dollars
should we spend to accommodate a few people into the cycle hobby"....my thought is if they want bike
lanes, etc great...let them figure out how to pay for it minus my contribution.
119.

Grace Bohan I suggest you keep your bike lanes on the roads that already gave four lanes! Two

loaners, such as parts of Kuykendahl and Gosling are already nightmares! I would like to see them fixed
first!!
120.

Corky McClellan Janisch Supporting cycling in The Woodlands is very important. It creates a

healthy, vibrant, active community. The shoulders are unsafe for cycling due to the protruding curbs and
debris. Weaving on and off the road is the most dangerous option! The pathways are OK for leisurely
riders and pedestrians, but not for a rider going 15+ mph.
121.

Kay Durbin Yes, bike lanes. Have experienced conflicts with both cars on the roadway and with

pedestrians on the paths. No really save place for bikers, and there are many. No doubt you would see
more if there were bike lanes, and what would be wrong with that? Will enhance this healthy
environment even more!
122.

David Hageman 1) Not really. 2) I do not ride. 3) Yes - I agree with the curb comments too! 4)

NO! Unrealistic and harder to see pathway riders who are going any rate of speed. You should also note
there are STOP signs on the paths at every intersection that walkers and bikers ignore. If they ride on a
roadway bike path they can follow the rules of the road instead of the rules of the path. We need to do
something to make it safer to ride bikes ESPECIALLY ON WOODLANDS PARKWAY FROM
GOSLING TO THE WATERWAY!!
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123.

Louis Pettigrew Give us bike lanes. I travel all over America with my job and the areas of the

country with extensive bike lanes are the best.(Florida is a prime example.) It is about safety. The
Woodlands is getting to large with to much traffic to not have bike lanes. If The Woodlands has build 5
miles of bike lane each year from the beginning just think of how many miles it would have now. The
bike paths are not the answer. There is not enough sight path to keep from a fast moving bike from
hitting someone walking. They are just not straight enough. Lastly the curbs that were put in place in
may areas that block the shoulders have to go. They force the biker onto the traffic lane at one of the
worst possible locations.
124.

Carol Jacoby No to all questions. I do not believe that motorists are careful enough let alone

driving with one another than to share the roads safely with cyclists. Unfortunately, folks would need a
new mindset of "sharing" and not "me first" in order allow for safe cycling on road shoulders, even if
widened. Cyclists are already taking dangerous risks now when they ride on the parkway and other busy
thoroughfares, but spending extra money to widen the pathways will not help IMHO.
125.

Ty Harrell Tillman There are cycle paths all round and in the area in which we live and they do

not use them- cyclist prefer to ride on the road causing a hazard to them and motorist.
126.

Pat McCabe Commender 1. No, not for our family. 2. We don

127.

Alia Kholeif My answer mr. Chairman is yes!! to all the 4 questions in front of me , I wish we

can do it taken in account the influx taken place by the year 2015 . I wish the board add more success to
the community we love and paid dearly for our life style here !! Let's do more !!. Proud resident since
1990 .
128.

Tracey Good Jowers It would be GREAT to have a bike lane from the Needham Road fire

station going west towards the college.
129.

Jackie Hoyt Rodriguez The bikers I see want the best of both worlds: to be treated like they have

as much right to the roadways as other vehicles but unable to comply with the rules of the road. Don't
spend my money on it.
130.

Michael Tashea Here is an idea.... If motorist and cyclist followed the rules/laws already in place

then there would be less issues and no need to spend tax payers money on bike lanes. I see as many
motorist crossing solid double yellow lines swerving into on coming traffic to get around cyclist as I do
cyclist ignoring vehicle right of ways at stop signs etc. . Motorist and Cyclist alike need to treat each
other equally while on the road ways and the law applies to both equally period. Don't waste my money
on bike lanes please. We need so many other things such as better police coverage, more synchronized
traffic patters, more traffic lights to replace 4 way stop signs, etc.
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131.

Alexandria Ocheltree Pittenger I do not cycle, but as a driver I feel that we should have bike

lanes. I know that I feel like cyclists would be safer with their own lane and I would worry less. If I was
into cycling I know that I would want a bike lane.
132.

Kathryn Borchers 1. our family rides bikes often on the bike trails. 2. for the most part we feel

safe...exceptions are down around market street and the Gosling/Research intersection. I would NOT
feel safe riding on the roads vs. the trails, however...it amazes me that bikers do this. Research has
basically no shoulders in many places. 3. Depends on where the funds would come from....With over
100 miles of bike trails this does NOT seem necessary to me. Our entire family rides the bike trails and
we have never had a problem sharing the path with walkers. 4. If pathways could be widened I would be
for this before I would be for expenses for bike lanes on the roads. New trails could be done with this in
mind and slowly as the old trails may need resurfacing due to upheavals from tree roots, improvements
could be made.
133.

Nancy Adamson Trauffler Completely in favor of bike lanes in The Woodlands. I think a lot

more people would ride to work and given the number of bicycling accidents in The Woodlands……a
great investment.
134.

Cathy Goedeke Pittenger 1) yes, 2) no, not anymore. I use to ride my road bike on the road, but I

just don't feel it is safe anymore. too many reckless bike riders that don't follow the rules and too many
cars that also barely stop at stop signs and don't pay attention, 3) yes I do if you want your citizens to be
safe, 4) pathways are not appropriate for road bikes. you are just asking for accidents. I wish more
people could visit true bike friendly communities to see how it works. I am not training for a race, but I
would enjoy being able to bike somewhere safely. I bike at too fast of a speed for the pathways, so that
is just not an option. Continually complaining about bikers that don't follow the rules does not help.
Maybe if bikers had a better lane of traffic they would be better prepared to follow traffic laws. And I
see just as many cars breaking the same laws as bikes. I think we strive to be a healthy community, and
if more of our population biked places, that would certainly help!
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The Woodlands Poll Results

Qrestion: l[re you in favor of installins bike lanes along roadways in The Woo<ilands?
6S L&€t"rtes are neeoeo ror cvcrsr and driver sar-ew. - 56.59oto
Yes, bike lanes create needed mobility improvements. - 12.74t/o
i.io. thev are too excensi-r'r= - 8.&
No- thev are not needed- -lg-Mfia
Other - 4.75a/b
Y

Comments under

oother'

repiy:

"iise the bike patir:,'
*We
don't make special areas just for we have pathways.o
*Na"
ride on the trails alreadv orovided."
'Cseate more seDerate bike oaths for bike transoort."
"There are 190 miles of bike trails."
'"i rareiy see cyciists in the year we have iived here. There is no need.=
ales, if it does not take awav from the width of the driving lanes.o
"lts, but thev are aiso needed tirroughour Harris County!"
"If bikes use our streets thev should have license plates & be taxed same as auto.'
"I have been run offbike path 2 times by young people traveling at high speeds.*
"No, there are paths that bikers can use!They do not need to be on the roads!'
"Use the iogginglbike paths!"
"Do not put them in the roadway or on a shoulder of a roadway. Put bike sidewalls."
"The shoui<ier is just fr.ne ""
*They
are too expensive and will increase rather decrease road congestion.'
uNo, they are too dangerous."
"Keep the shoulders."
"Its a neiehborhood. there's already oathwavs!"
"Not on the roads or road shoulders."
Tfbicyclists obeyed the traffic signs, there wouldn't be as much of a problem."
*Ioo much construction alreadv."
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